FIELD OF GLORY Third Edition - ERRATA
5/12/2017
Page 39: TIP! Replace "4 MUs" with "3MUs" and "6MUs" with "5MUs"
Page 46: RH COLUMN 1st & 2nd bullet points:
The Entry "(With the exception of Light Foot)" should be moved to the bullet point below, so that the that the
entries become:
• No battle group can pass through a battle group that already passed through it this phase.
• (With the exception of Light Foot) no battle group can make any turns, expansions or contractions before or
after passing though
Page 86: SACKING CAMPS - LH COLUMN - 2nd paragraph beginning "A fortified camp ...."
> INSERT "or elephants" after each of the 2 entries of "foot battle troops".
Page 88 (and QRS): - TABLE "SHOOTING DICE" (clarification)
> 7th Entry - Chariots, CHANGE entry to: "1 dice per front rank base"
Page 90 (and QRS): Table "IMPACT PHASE DICE"
> > REDUCTIONS - LH COLUMN "Light foot or light horse ..." INSERT "support shooting from a 2nd rank" after
"medium foot".
Page 93: (Clarification) SHOOTING POAs: Light Foot do NOT get an additional -POA for support shooting during
the impact phase. For clarity replace "of Battle Troops" with "other than light foot"
Page 94 (and QRS): TABLE "IMPACT POAs"
> RH COLUMN - 3rd entry "Unless FRAGMENTED ...." INSERT "not" before "supported"
> 2nd item from bottom "Any BG declaring a charge..... CHANGE the "+" (plus) in the 2nd column to a "-"
(minus)
Page 95 (and QRS): (Clarification) TABLE "MELEE POA's" 11th entry
> LH COLUMN - INSERT "Troops other than skilled swordsmen" before "Fighting enemy in 2 directions"
> RH COLUMN - DELETE "except skilled swordsmen"
Page96: RH column top line: Replace 2nd instance of "dice" with "2"
Page 132: TABLE "GLOSSARY OF TERMS" - ARMY BREAK POINT - Definition: "The break point of the army is ...."
> 1st Sentence - Delete "whichever is less of"
> 1st bullet - ADD: "Do not count scythed chariots."
> 2nd bullet - REPLACE entire bullet with :
• Count each battle group of skirmishers as half a point each. Round up to the nearest whole number.
Page 135: 1st entry - STEADY. Replace the first instance of "Disordered" with "Disrupted"
Page 146: Table "POINTS COST"
> REPLACE "50(FC) with "40(FC)"
> Light Artillery: Insert "2" in the "Extra if drilled" column

DIAGRAMS
In a few instances diagrams are not as accurate as they should be in explaining the rules. The specific diagrams
that are inaccurate are:
Page 62: Diagram "FINAL POSITION AFTER STEPPING FORWARDS" 2 of the text boxes refer to "2 dice vs 2
dice" both of which should read "3 dice vs 3 dice"
Pages 63, 64 & 65: Some of these diagrams are showing an incorrect measurement when a wheel is involved
in a move. When a wheel is including as part of any move, measure the distance moved while wheeling
separately from any distance moved in a straight line and add together for total distance moved.
Page 81: Top diagram: Should clearly show that the right hand firing unit actually has 2 files with the target at
least partially to their front to get 4 firing dice. (3 front rank dice and 1 rear rank dice).
If only one file had the target to its front the number of firing dice would be 3 (2 front rank and one rear rank).

